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Moderators:
Norbert Steinhaus (Living Knowledge), Michaela Shields (Bonn Science Shop),
Valentina Amorese (Fondazione Cariplo)

François Jégou
created and leads the Brussels-based sustainable innovation lab Strategic
Design Scenarios with 20 years of experience in strategic design, participative
scenario building and new product-services system definition. François is
active in various fields and research projects

CIMULACT to engage citizens and stakeholders in the co-creation of
European research agendas based on real, validated and shared visions,
needs and demands.

Aleks Berditchevskaia,
is a researcher with academic, science outreach and policy experience. She is
trained as a neuroscientist and has worked in the Science Policy Centre at
the Royal Society, At Tekiu Ltd, and leads the team’s work on a H2020
project about public and policy engagement with Citizen Science.

DITOs o build the institutional and policy foundations for sustained deep
public engagement in science and technology in Europe that enables people
to contribute at a level of participation suitable for them

Carole Paleco
is working for the International Relations of the Royal Belgian
Institute of Natural Sciences. She has managed activities in numerous
European projects in the field of research or science communication,
such as PLACES project (FP7) where she has encouraged new ways of
collaborating with citizens associations and decision makers.

DITOs
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Eloy Rodrigues
Director of the Documentation Services of the University of Minho,
Portugal. At national level, Eloy coordinates the technical team at Minho
University that developed the Portugal Open Access Science Repository and
coordinates the participation of Minho University in various EU projects
related with Open Access.

FOSTER a training programme to incorporate Open Access approaches
into their existing research methodologies.

Angela Simone
Angela Simone works in the field of communication and science journalism and
collaborates with formicablu Ltd., a scientific communications agency with
offices in Bologna and Rome. She works with the Fondazione Giannino Bassetti
on, open science, open data, smart cities, represents the RRI-Tools Italian Hub

SMART map ( project to support the RRI-based development of
technologies and services in selected industries)

Claudia Göbel
Research staff at Science Programme Public Engagement with Science of
Museum of Natural History, Berlin, ECSA project manager for H2020 Project
“Doing-it-Together-Science (DITOs)”

European Citizen Science Association (ECSA)

Isabella Wedl
Working on Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability at the
Headquarters of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft in Munich.

LeNa Project, a collaborative project to arrive at a generally
accepted understanding of how non-university research institutions can
integrate the concept of sustainable development.
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Jozefien De Marrée
Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB) which has founded the Science Shop initiative
in Flanders. Currently, VUB acts as the coordinator of all Science Shops
throughout Flanders and Brussels and so far has worked with some 300 CSOs
while delivering around 200 research reports. The Brussels Science Shop –
located in the science communication unit of VUB’s R&D-department - is
coordinating a H2020 on RRI in higher education curricula

EnRRICH and took part in PERARES

Susana Nascimento
Policy Analyst, interested in qualitative approaches to engage a broader,
collaborative and inclusive range of people in creating new solutions for
complex issues. Her recent focus is on future oriented technology,
transdisciplinarity, codesign for policy innovation, open science and
technology, citizen engagement and maker cultures.

JRC – EU Policy Lab

Pere Puigdomènech Rosell
Research Professor at the Department for Molecular Genetics, Director
of Institut de Biologia Molecular de Barcelona, CSIC. Member of

EGE, the European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologie

